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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

U.S. Senate,
Committee ox Armed Services,

Washington, D.C., August 11, 1978.

Hon. John C. Stennis,
Chairman, Senate Armed Services Committee,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Chairman: For more than a year, the United States,

Great Britain, and the Soviet Union have been engaged in renewed
tripartite negotiations aimed at concluding a comprehensive test ban
(CTB) treaty. Much progress has been made in these negotiations.

Recognizing the controversy over approaches to a comprehensive
test ban which have been evident in the press and in testimony before

our committee, and remembering the extensive debate which accom-
panied the less restrictive Limited Test Ban Treaty in 1963, I went to

Geneva in May of this year to observe the CTB and SALT negotia-

tions firsthand. I was the first of what hopefully will be many con-

gressional observers to the test ban negotiations.

Our CTB negotiators, and their technical advisers, were most co-

operative and candid in illustrating the problems they face in achiev-

ing a test ban treaty which would be equitable, verifiable, and safe.

In particular, I am grateful to Ambassador Paul Wanike for his

kind invitation and assistance and to Dr. Gerald Johnson and Mr.
Alan Neidle for their efforts to insure that my investigations were
continuously productive.

Upon my return from the CTB negotiations, I traveled to our Na-
tion's two nuclear weapons designing laboratories—the Lawrence
Livermore Laboratory in California and the Los Alamos Scientific

Laboratory in Xew Mexico, to obtain expert scientific opinions on
the impact of a cessation of nuclear weapons testing on the national

security of the United States. Thus, I have discussed CTB issues with
the responsible officials of the Departments of State, Defense, and
Energy and with the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the U.S. and Soviet test

ban negotiators, the Director of the Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency and our Nation's nuclear weapons scientists.

Among those experts and officials I have consulted, there are major
disagreements on the implications of various approaches to a compre-
hensive test ban treaty. In this report to the Senate Armed Service-

Committee, I have attempted to summarize the controversial issues

which will inevitably accompany Senate consideration of a compre-
hensive test ban treaty, if and when it is concluded. I have tried to

present both sides of each issue fairly and have presented recommenda-
tions which are based upon what I believe to Be the best information
available. I hope this report will be useful to my fellow members of

the committee, and because it is unclassified, to the general public.

(in)
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I wish also to thank Mr. Rliett Dawson of the Armed Services

Committee staff, Dr. Ron Lehman of my own staff. Lt. Col. Fred
Federici, USAF, and Maj. Dick Mayer,* USAF, for their spirited

teamwork in assuring that the CTB question was examined as com-
pletely as possible.

Dewey F. Bartlett,
U.S. Senate.
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THE CONSEQUENCES OF A COMPREHENSIVE TEST
BAN TREATY

Introduction

The United States, the Soviet Union, and Great Britain are cur-
rently conducting trilateral negotiations in Geneva aimed at conclud-
ing a comprehensive test ban (CTB) treaty. A cessation of nuclear
weapons testing, whether as a part of a formal agreement or as an in-

formal moratorium, is likely to be proposed within the next year,

perhaps even in the next few months. Before terminating its nuclear
testing program, whether temporarily or permanently, the United
States must determine whether or not the benefits which might be
gained from a comprehensive test ban adequately compensate for the
risks involved. The desirability of a comprehensive test ban at this

time is not obvious.

Advocates of a comprehensive test ban are persuaded that it would
slow the technological arms race, thereby reducing defense expendi-
tures and increasing strategic nuclear stability. They do not believe

the Soviet Union could or would cheat, and they do not believe that

the Soviet Union could obtain any significant advantage from secret

nuclear testing. Furthermore, because some nations say t'hey will not

accept nonprol iteration safeguards in their nuclear power programs
until the superpowers cease testing, the Carter administration believes

that a CTB is vital to preventing other nations from acquiring nuclear

weapons.
Opponents of a complete nuclear test ban fear that, without testing,

the United States would lose confidence in the reliability of its existing

nuclear warheads and could not develop new weapons necessary to

balance Soviet nuclear forces in the future. Such developments could
be "destabilizing" and could undermine the "nuclear umbrella" which
America provides its allies. This, critics argue, would actually encour-
age the proliferation of nuclear weapons among those nations most
likely to develop them: namely, nations such as Israel, South Africa,
and South Korea which face serious regional threats. Opponents also

believe that a CTB would favor the Soviet Union because compliance
could not be verified or enforced. Secret nuclear testing would be im-
possible in our open American society, but secret testing in the
U.S.S.R., especially at the low levels sufficient to confirm the reliability

of nuclear weapons, could go undetected or unchallenged. Critics of a

"zero yield" comprehensive test ban suggest that doubts about the re-

liability of American nuclear weapons, when combined with uncer-
tainty of Soviet compliance, would produce greater distrust of the
Soviet Union and. therefore, would make worse Soviet-American
relations.



Many such critics would prefer a verifiable, reduced threshold test

ban treaty, perhaps 5 or 10 kilotons rather than the present 150 kilo-

tons. Testing at those reduced levels probably would not be sufficient

for development of new nuclear warheads, but testing in that range
could permit the United States to maintain, in large measure, the re-

liability of its nuclear weapons stockpile.

Summary of Investigation

Testimony before the Research and Development Subcommittee of

the Senate Armed Services Committee over the last year has convinced
me that great dangers are associated with a termination of nuclear
Aveapons testing. Furthermore, testimony indicates that during a com-
prehensive test ban the United States would not be able to detect and
identify significant covert Russian nuclear weapons testing. Such
testimony, scattered throughout the hearings of our committee, per-

suaded me that we should hold separate hearings on the impact of a

cessation of nuclear weapons testing on the national security of the

United States.

In preparation for those hearings. I went to Geneva on Mav 15,

10TS, to meet with U.S., British, and Soviet CTB negotiators and
technical advisers including Ambassador Paul Warnke, Mr. J. 0.

Edmonds, and Dr. A. M. Petrosyants. As the first congressional ob-

server at the comprehensive test ban talks. I met with the Soviet dele-

gation on several occasions. At that time, the negotiations were con-
centrating on means by which the nuclear powers could cooperate in

verifying a test ban. Major decisions on the duration of an agreement
and the "comprehensiveness'' of its restrictions had not been trans-

mitted to the delegation at that time. Conversations with Russian
and American delegates made it clear to me that many difficult issues

remained to be resolved.

On July 12 and 13. 1978, 1 went to the Lawrence Livermore Labora-
tory and the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory—our Nation's two
laboratories which design nuclear weapons—in order to obtain the

best information available on the importance of nuclear weapons test-

ing to our Nation's national security. This report is a summary of my
findings in Geneva and at the nuclear laboratories and contains also my
own conclusions and recommendations.

Basic Nuclear Weapons Design

Nuclear weapons deployed today are either fission weapons (atomic
bombs) or fusion weapons (thermonuclear or hydrogen bombs). Fis-

sion weapons obtain explosive energy from the splitting of heavy
atoms such as weapons-grade plutonium or highly enriched uranium.
Fusion weapons obtain even greater energy from the joining of light

atoms such as isotopes of hydrogen. Fusion reactions require tre-

mendous lieat which is provided in thermonuclear weapons by a fission

bomb which is the "trigger." The size of a nuclear explosion or "yield"
is determined by the amount of nuclear material, the kind of material
used, and the overall efficiency of the weapon design, especially the

fission trigger. Pure fusion weapons arc theoretically possible, but have
not vet been developed.



Weapons effects such as blast, heat, initial and residual radiation,

find fallout are determined by the design of the weapon and the manner
in which it is employed. High-altitude detonations produce signifi-

cantly less local radioactive fallout than do bursts on or near the

ground, and fission weapons generally produce smaller vields than
fusion weapons. Also, weapon yields and radiation can be tailored

for specific purposes. For example, the enhanced radiation /reduced

blast warhead (the so-railed neutron bomb) has much less blast, resi-

dual radiation, and fallout than older fission weapons with the same
lethal area.

Weapons are also designed to make them safe to handle, tamper-
proof, and less vulnerable to eountei'mea^nres. Combining 1

a 1
! those

desired features in the proper size and weight for a given warhead is

often quite difficult and often requires extensive nuclear testing. Still,

significant improvement is possible. The new Mk 12A Minuteman TTT
warhead produces about twice the yield of its predecessor with similar

size and weight.
Reliability of the Stockpile

Extensive and systematic examination of weapons in the nuclear
stockpile is conducted to determine the condition of the warheads.
Each component is examined for coi-rosion. deterioration, and opera-
tion. Extensive uonnuHoar testing" is conducted. However, very few
tests involving the nuclear detonation of individual weapons already
in the stockpile actually take place. There are several reasons for this.

Many weapons have not been in the stockpile for very long. and. thus,

were tested quite recently during development. Also, components of
older nuclear weapons are often tested as components of newer
\v<>;u>ons being developed. Infrequently, testing of weapons in the
stockpile does take place, especially when changes in materials or
i lesion became necessary.

Thus, in the past, the reliability of our nuclear weapons, particularly
those in the strategic stockpile, has been assured by the continuous
introduction of recently tested new designs and by a constant turn-
over of tlie stockpile made possible by the retirement of older weapons
before they have begun to deteriorate. This constant introduction of
fresh new weapons minimized the necessity for stockpile testing in the
past. However, this would not be the situation under a comprehensive
test ban. Except in the case of a few tactical weapons, the United
States has not had the experience of relying upon weapons which have
been stored in the stockpile over many years.

Nuclear Weapons Problems

Problems in nuclear weapons may involve catastrophic failure, de-

graded performance, or unsafe characteristics. These problems ma\ be
I lie result of engineering errors, faulty design, or aging. Problems
are normally discovered and resolved during the development of new
weapons. For example, practical engineering features can interfere
with the performance of the "fission trigger," resulting in ignition
failure of the fusion bond). In fact, such effects may result in a yield
of only a few kilotons or less from a weapon designed to produce
several hundred kilotons or more. Predicting the effect of minor

::2-864—78 2



changes in the design of a fission trigger has proved to be a difficult
task, particularly -where very small triggers are beincr used.
When testing is permitted", overcoming unanticipated problems is

not too difficult. The design is simply changed and tested until it per-
forms as desired. However, without testing, correcting problems with
nuclear weapons, even those already in the stockpile, are far more dif-
ficult and uncertain. If deterioration of materials results in a weapon
which is suspected to be unsafe or ineffective, the weapon must be
refabricated or redesigned. Changes in the design, however, often
produce unexpected results, which may lead to catastrophic failure.
The history of our nuclear weapons stockpile provides a number of
examples of changes in design or materials which produced unexpected
effects that were discovered onhT after testing. In one case, a new
weapon was deployed during the 1958-61 moratorium on nuclear test-

ing with absolute confidence that it would work. Extensive nonnuclear
testing seemed to confirm predictions made by careful calculation.

When tested in 1963, however, that weapon design was shown to be a
complete failure and an additional test was necessary to correct the
problem. Other more serious, but classified, examples exist which illus-

trate that the pride of overconfident bomb designers must be tempered
by the prudence of physicists who have experienced the unexpected
catastrophic failure of designs they were sure would work. Theoretical
physics has advanced significantly since the 1954 "Bravo" test, which
unexpectedly produced 15 megatons, about twice the yield expected,
because data associated with the fusion process were underestimated.
Nevertheless, small mistakes or changes in design and engineering
can still make highly optimized U.S. warheads unreliable.

Optimization and Marginality

Theory and practice in nuclear weapons design has progressed
greatly since the first test in 1945. Weapons are now much smaller,

lighter, and safer. They are also more sensitive to changes in design.

Much of this sensitivity is the result of efforts to reduce weight and/
or size, and to increase safety. Some of the sensitivity to small changes
also comes from new designs which reduce the amount of special nu-
clear materials (SXM) used.

Much of the problem centers around the relationship of the fis-

sion "trigger" to the fusion fuel in a thermonuclear warhead. It is

like trying to start a campfire. A blowtorch would make it easier, but

most of us use matches because they are lighter and cheaper. Un-
fortunately, matches are also more sensitive to wind and rain and to

different types of wood and kindling. And if the match fails, then the

fire fails. So it is with fission triggers.

Many of these steps to optimize performance of our nuclear weapons
were highly cost effective. Optimization Avas justified on the grounds

that the shelf life of these more sensitive nuclear weapons would be

limited. Furthermore, any problems that might arise could be re-

solved through additional testing. The possibility of a comprehensive

test ban, however, must force us to take another look at the advantages

of optimization because our supersophisticated designs leave little

margin for error.



In some ways, our older weapons, with their large components and
conservative designs, may have been better suited to an environment
where testing is not permitted. Xewer, sophisticated American designs
are more sensitive to minor changes in materials or conditions. Re-
search needs to be conducted on how to make our weapons more
"wooden," that is, more reliable after long periods of storage. The
weapons laboratories are not optimistic about the success of such re-

search. Performance penalties could be very severe, leading to require-

ments for large new delivery systems. Still, efforts to develop relatively

"wooden" weapons should be given high priority in an age where a

comprehensive test ban may be of indefinite duration.

New7 Weapons and New Weapons Systems

While it is possible to conduct some research and development on
new nuclear warhead designs without testing, it is not possible to held
reliable new weapons without testing, either at full or partial yield.

Generally, development of new strategic weapons requires testing at

higher yield than development of tactical weapons. However, the

greatest uncertainties about the behavior of nuclear weapons are to

be found in attempts to predict the behavior of fission triggers and
fission weapons tested at low yields.

The consequences of an end to new nuclear warhead development
and testing are more severe than is normally recognized. As mentioned
above, the reliability of the stockpile rests heavily on the knowledge
accumulated during the continuing progress of neAv weapons testing.

Our ability to safeguard existing warheads against possible counter-

measures has also required continued testing. Furthermore, as we de-

ploy more mobile systems such as ground launched cruise missiles

(GLCM). we will want to include additional safety devices and anti-

tamper systems that are not now deployed. Many of these will require

testing.

Much progress has been made in modernizing our strategic and tac-

tical nuclear weapons. At present, some candidate warheads for new
systems such as the MX mobile ICBM and the air launched cruise

missile are available and can be deployed without further testing.

Additional candidates are perhaps only a single test away from being
certified. For the immediate future, Ave probably could deploy any
currently planned delivery system without further testing.

However, military plans could change, as they often have. For ex-

ample, for several years, the United States lias been operating and
planning on the basis of rather fixed quantities of certain special

nuclear materials (SNM), such as weapons-grade uranium. Therefore.

some of the material for new weapons is "mined" from warheads
being phased our. Nevertheless, the number of strategic warheads re-

quired by the Department of Defense has been growing in a response
to a growing Soviet threat and expanded target base. This has dictated

that designs be changed and that weapons be developed which make
more economical use of those material- for which there is a projected
shortage. The United States could restart production of these special

nuclear materials, but the costs would be high.
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Equally fundamental is the question of whether the United States

should forgo development of weapons for the future. Xew systems
such as the enhanced radiation warhead have made possible great im-
provements in our theater nuclear forces. Other developments such
as insensitive high explosives (IHE). more secure permissive action

links (PAL), multiple yield warheads, insertable nuclear components
(IXO ?

s). nonviolent disabling- devices, the reduced residual radiation

(RRR) warhead, known as the "blast bomb." and the minimum resid-

ual radiation (MRR) warheads oifer greater safety, security, flexibil-

ity, and performance, often with reduced threat to civilian lives and
less physical destruction.

The continuation of research and development is important to our
nuclear program for reasons other than the development of new weap-
ons. In the search for new ideas and concepts we develop a better idea

of how our stockpile works, how reliable it will remain, and how it

can be improved. It is this research on the frontier of our knowledge
which attracts and maintains the talented and experienced personnel

who are necessary, not simply to create new weapons, but to correct

problems that are discovered in existing nuclear weapons designs.

During the nuclear test moratorium which went into effect in 1958, a

la ri>e number of talented physicists left the nuclear labs. Many left be-

cause the duration of the moratorium was unknown and unpredictable.

Were it not for those who remained, the United States might have suf-

fered far greater harm as a result of the sudden, unexpected resumption
of nuclear testing by the Soviet Union in 1961. We would have been
even less prepared to resume testing, and we would have been unpre-
pared to remedy major problems discovered in our own stockpile after
we did resume testing.

Asymmetrical Impact on the United States and U.S.S.R.

In theory, a cessation of nuclear weapons testing would equally affect

the United States and the Soviet Union. In practice, its effect would be
different in degree and kind.

Our knowledge of Soviet nuclear weapons technology has been
sketch? since the ban on atmospheric testing: in 19B3. Still, we can infer
from the size of their missile reentry vehicles (RV's) and from ap-
praisals of their underground testing that their weapons are. for the
most part, probably larger and of higher yield than those of the United
States. It is likely that the Soviet Union has not "optimized'' its

weapons to the same degree as has the United States. Thus, Soviet
weapons^ even if they were of older or more simple design than Ameri-
can weapons, would likely be less sensitive to changes in design, mate-
rial, and conditions. Thai is, they may be more "wooden,v more rugged
and reliable over time. Whether they were designed to l>e more
'"wooden" in anticipation of a ban on nuclear testing is not known.

Soviet intercontinental ballisl ic missiles, such as their heavy SS-17's.
and SS-19V. and their superheavy SS-9's and SS L8's, are also better
suited than U.S. systems to an environment where 1 develoomcnt of new
warheads would l>c difficult. The additional throw weight would per-
mit them to use heavier, more conservative, and. therefore, less sensi-
tive designs.

Because maintaining the reliability of the nuclear weapons stockpile
would be the primary function of the weapons laboratories during a



ban on nuclear weapons testing, the Soviet Union, with its regimented

society, would find it easier to maintain experienced scientists and en-

gineers who are necessary to certify the reliability of weapons and

make corrections. In their closed society, in addition, it would l>e pos-

sible for the Soviets to sustain a significant clandestine test program,
because a complete test ban is not verifiable. In the United States, on

the other hand, creative physicists, unable to test their theories, would
move into other fields of study. Thus, the Soviet Union, with its closed

and controlled society, would be in a far better position to tolerate a

test ban and to break out of a test ban with an extensive test program.
The Soviet Union would enjoy other advantages under a test ban.

Unlike the United States, the Soviet Union is relatively free to insure

that all of the materials it needs for its nuclear weapons programs
are produced in the amounts and quality required. Not only has the

United States stopped production of some needed materials, but envi-

ronmental regulations have banned others or have made them nearly
impossible to duplicate. Thus, under a test ban. the United States would
find it difficult even to refabricate weapons already in the inventory
exactly as they were originally produced. Some changes which may
affect the reliability of the weapons are therefore inevitable, and will

lower the reliability of the stockpile.

Perhaps the most worrisome asymmetry favoring the Soviet Union
under a test ban is the technical impossibility of verifying compliance 1

.

In a closed society the size of the Soviet Union, significant secret nu-
clear weapons testing is always possible. Reliability testing often re-

quires no more than a single low-yield test, and some new weapons
development could be conducted with a series of low-yield tests.

Verification

Verification of compliance with a comprehensive test ban is one of
the most difficult issues to understand and one of the most important.
Advocates of a total test bait argue that those tests which escape notice
would be too small to be of value. This view reflects an inaciirate under-
standing of how a test ban would be enforced.
Proof that an illegal nuclear test has taken place will, in most cases,

not be possible even with elaborate onsite inspection. In principle the
U.S.S.R. has agreed to voluntary onsite inspection, and the United
States and Soviet delegates in Geneva are attempting to work out the
procedures for such investigations. Under the best circumstances, on-
site inspectors face enormous difficulties in locating clandestine test
sites. Under any foreseeable CTB, however, inspection conditions will
not be ideal. It is extremely doubtful that the Soviet Union will give
inspectors the freedom necessary to search carefully each broad region
where a test is suspected to have been conducted. In fact. 3 i-

demanding that the United States and other nations be required to
produce extensive seismic proof that a test has been conducted prior
even to consideration of a request for onsite inspection. However, if

the Soviet Union should conduct a secret nuclear test, the conclusive
evidence we are least likely to have is seismic. This can be seen by an
examination of seismic means of verification.

Earth disturbances such as earthquakes and underground nuclear
tests transmit a number of different shock waves through the earth and
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along its surface which can be detected by sensitive instruments. The
pattern of "body waves" and "surface waves" varies somewhat be-
tween an earthquake and a nuclear explosion. These pattern differences
are easy to discern if the waves received are strong and clear, but they
lose their identity at lower levels. Each year there are a large number
of earth disturbances (often called "seismic events") of varying magni-
tudes. Among the more powerful events which are "detected" it is

fairly easy to "identify" those which are natural and those which are
nuclear explosions. The lower the magnitude of the events detected, the
more difficult it is to tell whether the cause is nuclear, chemical, or
natural, and the greater is the number of "unidentified seismic events."
Signals from many events are confused in the natural noise of the
earth, and many events simply escape detection.

This distinction between "detection" of an event and "identification"

of an event is important. Mere detection of the signals from a nuclear
explosion does not mean that we know that it is a nuclear explosion,

and it does not mean that we have sufficient justification to demand
onsite inspection. Simple detection also does not give us a good idea

of where the event took place. Proper verification requires that we be
able to identify the nuclear test and its location with some certainty.

Typically, our ability to verify a test ban is described by a "verifica-

tion threshold" which is often defined as the seismic event magnitude at

which 00 percent of the detected events can be identified. This is usually

translated from the seismic magnitude to the nuclear explosion yield

which would produce that seismic wave if detonated in hard rock.

Hard rock is a good conductor of seismic waves. Although different

views exist among experts, the seismic verification threshold for hard
rock nuclear tests in the Soviet Union is thought to be between 1 and
10 kilotons. Improvements in this verification threshold will depend
largely on future test locations and on the number and quality of

nic stations permitted on Soviet soil. Such measures, however, must
be used with caution.

First, it must bo remembered that there would bo a significant num-
ber of "unidentified events" below and above the verification threshold.

As was pointed out, a singlo test may be all that is necessary for the

Soviet Union to tost the reliability of an altered weapon. The risk of

discovery depends not only on the size of the test, but also on the num-
ber of tests conducted.

Second, it must be remembered that, at present, tests are usually

identified because of their location near a known test site, or because

of other idont ifving information. Numerous tests which could be iden-

tified after rigorous analysis would probably be ignored in the mass

of unidentified events because of a lack of "tell-tale" indicators or

corroborating evidence.

Third, the lower certification threshold above refers to the likeli-

hood that a lost of a given size in hard rock at an established test site

run l,o detected. A test well above the stated verification threshold

might not be "identified" if it were conducted in "low coupling" softer

soils or in seismically active areas away from established sites.

Fourth, secret tests can be camouflaged in real earthquakes, multiple

detonations can be designed to simulate earthquakes, and nuclear ex-

plosions can be detonated in large "decoupling" cavities such as salt

domes and even contained in largo stool spheres. For example, decou-

pling tests conducted near Hattiesburg, Miss., showed the signal



strength of a 0.3-kiloton detonation in a salt dome cavity created
earlier by a 5-kiloton explosion to be reduced by a factor of 75. Experts
believe that even greater decoupling using cavities is possible.
Furthermore, because our ability to identify tests in the Soviet

Union is, at present, better than our ability to monitor tests elsewhere,
the U.S.S.R. could test outside its boundaries including in the atmo-
sphere and in outer space. The verification threshold does not take into
account these efforts which could permit such testing of some full-sized
nuclear weapons.
Our ability to insure that the Soviet Union is not obtaining an

advantage from secret testing under a test ban would depend then on
how much they cooperate and how much they would attempt to vi-
olate the miles, The more they would test, and the greater the size of
their tests, the more likely they would be caught. Unfortunately, sig-
nificant advantages could be achieved even with very limited testing
at very low levels. The United States would have difficulty detecting
these tests, and, if detected, would have much greater difficulty iden-
tifying them. Even after the United States had discovered what it

believed to be a covert Soviet test, it would be difficult to identify the
exact location and to provide sufficient proof to persuade a world
which did not wish to see violations that a violation had already
occurred. And what remedy would be available to the United States
if the Soviet Union refused to acknowledge its violation and also

refused to permit onsite inspection? Also, one must ask how likely

it is that the United States would challenge a suspected unidentified
event when there is a good chance that the suspicion could not be
proven even with onsite inspection.

Much has been said about "nonseismic" means of verification such
as satellite photographs of test activities, drilling, "subsidence" cra-

ters, dust clouds, and other detectable changes in the environment
around a test site. Defectors, spies, signal intelligence, and inad-

vertent disclosure might also reA^eal clandestine testing. However, as

long as the Soviet Union insists that onsite inspection is essentially

voluntary on a case-by-case basis nnd requires seismic evidence to

support an inspection request, nonseismic intelligence will be of lim-

ited value to enforcement of a comprehensive to<t ban treaty. In any
case, that nonseismic evidence which is most credible, such as the

discovery of new "subsidence" crater^, is generally easy to prevent,

and that nonseismic evidence which is most difficult to prevent, for

example, spies and defectors, is the most difficult to substantiate or

disclose. Tn short, a "zero-yield" test ban treaty is not completely

verifiable ei;h^r by seismic means or nonseismic means, or by both

toother.
Goals of a Test Ban Treaty

Advocates of a comprehensive ban on unclear testing hope that
p

a ban will prevent the development of new. more deadly nuclear war-

heads. Some have pointed out that the enhanced radiation warhead

might not have been developed if the moratorium on nuclear testing

begun in 1958 had not ended. Possibly, a comprehensive t^i ban could

prevent the development of some horrible new nuclear explosive.

Preventing the development of a new type of nuclear explosive,

however, is a questionable advantage. Most of the weapons in the stock-
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pile now are sufficiently terrifying. Most new U.S. development has
been aimed at making weapons cheaper, safer, more secure, and more
reliable in order to maintain the deterrent effect of our nuclear forces.

The enhanced radiation warhead is being developed, not to be more
destructive, but to be less destructive. It was designed to reduce col-

lateral civilian and friendly military casualties in the event a nuclear
defense of Europe is required. The goal is to increase our tactical

deterrence.

A ban on nuclear testing would restrict the development of war-
heads for new delivery systems. Advocates of a CTB thus believe it

would help slow down and stabilize the arms race.

Opponents of a complete test ban are not persuaded by this view.

They point out that new, destabilizing weapons systems do not neces-

sarily require nuclear warheads of a new design. For example, the So-
viet Union may not need to develop new warheads to give its existing

ICBM's a devastating first-strike capability against U.S. land-based
missiles. The United States also has numerous warhead designs which
could be used for a multitude of new systems if desired. However, it

is probably wrong to assume that new warhead designs would be in-

tended only for systems which are potentially destabilizing and not

for systems which might be stabilizing. For example, U.S. interest in

cruise missiles and mobile ICBM's centers on their survivability and
stabilizing characteristics, not on their ability to disarm the Soviet

Union. Furthermore, the future stability of the strategic balance might
be endangered less by new nuclear weapons themselves than by an
imbalance in conventional military forces or by nonnnclear weapons
such as lasers.

Some advocates of a test ban argue that both superpowers would
lose confidence in the reliability of their nuclear weapons over time.

These advocates see this as an advantage in that one side would be

unlikely to launch a surprise attack if it were uncertain as to how its

weapons might perform. Over time, according to this view, the nu-

clear powers would find themselves gradually compelled to dismantle

their nuclear stockpiles and begin more general disarmament.
Opponents of a CTB turn this reliability argument around. Their

fear is that one side (specifically the United States) might suddenly
find a sizable part of its nuclear deterrent forces disarmed by a

.•(•liability or safety problem, thus creating an unstable situation. For
example, what would happen if. in the mid-1980's, when our Minute-
man missiles will be vulnerable and our B-52 bombers will have

difficulty penetrating Soviet air defenses, our Poseidon warheads sud-

denly proved unreliable? They also point out that a stable nuclear

balance, based upon a reliable deterrent, has resulted in no global war
since 1945. Doubt exists as to whether the superpowers should, at this

1 ime anyway, try to dismantle their mutual nuclear deterrent.

A comprehensive test ban is often justified on I he grounds thai it

would save money. Major cuts are anticipated in the size of the nuclear

laboratories and in nuclear weapons testing.

Savings from fl test ban. however, might be illusory. The United
States would have to maintain the reliability of the stockpile without

nuclear testing. This is likely to be expensive as the United States

attempts to reconstruct weapons out of materials no longer manufac-
tured and increases its inspection programs. Also, the United States
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would probably need to maintain a considerable research effort aimed
at understanding the state of the art and countering a possible Soviet
breakout of the test ban, as occurred in the early 1960's. The adminis-
tration has already testified that the Nevada test site would be
maintained in readiness.

Today, the most frequent argument made on behalf of a comprehen-
sive test ban is that it would reduce the number of additional nations
which are likely to develop nuclear weapons. P"or the present adminis-
tration, this appears to be the primary goal of a CTB. This non proli-

feration aspect of a test, ban is based upon the objections of some
nations, such as India, which have refused to sign the existing Non-
Proliferation Treaty (NPT) and have refused to accept more stringent
safeguards on their nuclear programs because the nuclear powers have
not ended their own testing and dismantled their nuclear weapons. A
comprehensive test ban would, according to some of its advocate.-,
remove this rationalization for rejecting safeguards and place great
moral pressure on any nation considering a nuclear weapons test. ( )f

course, the test itself would be prohibited to any nation that signed the
CTB treaty.

Skeptics of a comprehensive test ban reject the notion that a CTB
will inhibit nuclear proliferation. Most nations likely to develop nu-
clear weapons would do so, not because the superpowers continue
testing, but because they face serious regional security problems.
Countries like Israel. South Africa. South Korea, the Republic of
China. Iran, and Pakistan fall in this category. Those nations, such
as India, which cite superpower nuclear testing in their refusal to

sign the Non-Proliferation Treaty, say they will accept nonprolifera-
tion safeguards only if other conditions, such as general nuclear dis-

armament, are also met. A CTB is likely to take away only one of
the many arguments these nations use to justify their refusal to sign
the Xon-Proliferation Treaty. Because India has already tested a nu-
clear device, because France and Red China have said they will not
cease testing, because testing i< not even necessary for a nation to

develop and deploy a nuclear force, and because some nations may
choose to develop nuclear weapons because of regional security threats,

a CTB is not likely to be an effective nonprol iteration step. In fact,

according to some strategic analysts, if the United States should lose

confidence in the reliability of its nuclear deterrent, allies who depend
upon the American nuclear umbrella might feel compelled to develop
their own nuclear weapons. France, which recently announced that it

will develop neutron warheads for its Pluton tactical missiles, pro-

vides an example of this behavior.

Problems with CTB

Opponents of a total test ban are concerned about the ability of (lie

(Tnited States to maintain the reliability of its nuclear deterrent

without nuclear testing. Testing at levels below that which can be

Aerified is necessary and sufficient to maintain the reliability of the

stockpile overtime. A "zero-yield" test ban treaty would prohibit such

reliability testing. However, opponents believe a CTB would favor

the Soviet Union because the Russians have larger, less sensitive

weapons, could maintain their nuclear weapons experts, and could
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conduct illegal reliability testing without discovery. The Soviet Union
might even be able to develop new warheads clandestinely.

Also, critics believe a comprehensive test ban would interfere with
potential programs to modernize future U.S. nuclear weapons, espe-

cially tactical nuclear warheads. Many new designs which are safer

and more secure are now available, but further testing would be nec-

essary before they could be deployed. According to some experts, more
advanced tactical nuclear weapons could be developed covertly by the

Soviet Union during a test ban.

If a comprehensive test ban should result in a significant advantage
to the Soviet Union, the nuclear balance might become unstable and
America's allies might be forced to develop their own nuclear deter-

rent, or else reach a political accommodation with the Soviet Union.
Thus, some opponents of a CTB actually believe that it would pro-

mote proliferation.

Some opposition to a CTB centers around its timing. The Soviet
Union is presently in the midst of a major modernization and upgrad-
ing of its strategic and tactical nuclear forces. In response, the United
States is considering new programs such as the MX mobile missile,

the multiple aim point system, and several future generations of air-,

sea-, and ground-launched cruise missiles. Both superpowers are en-

gaged in the strategic arms limitations talks (SALT) which will also

influence the shape of Soviet and American strategic forces. Mutual
and balanced force reduction (MBFR) talks are taking place in

Europe. Because the United States might wish to deploy new weapons
in the future in response to the growing Soviet threat, many observers
feel that the United States should not enter a new test ban treaty until

the issues at SALT and MBFR are resolved.

Different Approaches to a CTB

A "comprehensive" test ban treaty could never be an absolutely total

bail. First, there is the fundamental problem of definition.

Scientists do not agree on what experiments constitute a nuclear ex-
plosion. For example, the Soviet Union and the United States are
experimenting with magnetic and laser fusion processes designed to

provide electric power in the future. Both sides recognize that these

"pure fusion" processes produce miniature nuclear explosions and
involve weapons-related technologies. Yet, neither superpower, nor
any other nation, would like to see this promising research banned.
Nuclear powers also might conduct tests of nuclear weapons using
inert materials or reduced amounts of enriched special nuclear mate-
rials. In these tests, the nuclear yield, if any, of the explosion often
would be l"-s than the blast of the conventional explosion which sets it

off. To deal with these problems of definition, some experts have sug-
gested that limited testing of a few pounds or a few hundred pounds of
nuclear yield should be allowed, although such limitation would still

be totally unverifiable.

Other experts insist that a "comprehensive" test ban need not be a

total or a "zero-yield" test ban at all. Rather they would prefer to see

a reduced threshold test ban treaty with the level of permitted testing
tied to our ability to verify compliance, perhaps 5 or 10 kilotons ini-

tially. Tims, if we could verify with confidence at 10 kilotons, then Ave

would permit testing up to 10 kilotons. According to some weapons
experts, this would also permit the United States to maintain the re-
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liability of its nuclear weapons stockpile. As new verification tech-

nologies are developed and more extensive detection systems deployed,

the threshold of permitted tests could be lowered.

Disagreement also exists over how long an initial test ban treaty

should last. Some spokesmen for a CTB believe that it should be of

indefinite duration and should require long-term notification before a

signatory withdraws. According to this view, the arms control advan-
tages of a CTB, reduced proliferation and a slower arms race, would
be possible only if the CTB is permanent. They fear that its impact
would be undermined if it must constantly be renegotiated.

At the present time, the United States, Great Britain, and the

Soviet Union seem interested in a 5-year comprehensive test ban.

However, strong arguments have been made that a 3-year test ban
would be a wiser first step. The shorter duration would reduce the

chances that reliability problems would emerge in the nuclear weapons
stockpile and would reduce the waiting time before such problems, if

discovered, could be fixed. Under another approach, a limited number
of reliability tests, if certified as essential, could be permitted during
an otherwise comprehensive test ban. In either case, the prospect of
renewed testing would provide an incentive for experienced nuclear
weapons experts to stay with the weapons laboratories in order to re-

solve any problems which might occur. Some senior nuclear plvysicists

have even said they could support a new test ban treaty only if resump-
tion of full R. & D. testing was guaranteed within 3 years of cessation

of testing.

For years, the Soviet Union proposed that a comprehensive test ban
treaty exclude "Peaceful Nuclear Explosions" (PNE) such as those
which could dig canals or divert rivers. The United States, which has
abandoned its own PXE programs, has opposed this because such
explosions could serve the same function as a weapons test and it would
be impossible to verify the absence of military benefits. Recently, the

Soviet Union has suggested that it would be willing to accept a mora-
torium on peaceful nuclear explosions for the duration of a compre-
hensive test ban treaty. They would reserve the right to resume the
use of peaceful nuclear explosions after the end of the test ban treaty
unless a further ban were negotiated. In the short run, the difficulties

surrounding peaceful nuclear explosions may be slight. In the future.
however, the issue will undoubtedly return.

Today, only Great Britain, the Soviet Union, and the United Stairs
are involved in the CTB negotiations, but the treaty they are negotiat-
ing, when concluded, would be open to all nations. France and the
People's Republic of China, however, are unlikely to sign the treaty,

i Afferent views exisj on whether or not signatories to a ban on nuclear
testing would continue compliance for long if there were extensive
testing by nations which had not signed the test ban treaty.

Exemptions for other so-called permitted experiments have also
been suggested. In addition to PXE's and pure fusion research, excep-
tions could be made for explosions where nuclear yield dors not exceed
the initiating conventional blast, for nuclear explosions contained in

steel vessels, and for assorted "laboratory ex peri incuts."

These exemptions could prove to be of significant value to nuclear
weapons states, and. for that reason, many advocates of a zero-yield
CTB oppose them. A ban on these types of experiments, however,
would be nearly impossible to verify.
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Once the general scope and duration of a comprehensive test ban has
been determined, its success will depend upon safeguards and com-
pliance procedures employed by the participants. Within the treaty,

details would have to be worked out for cooperation in certification

to include maimed and automated seismic stations inside and outside
the boundaries of signatories and onsite inspection. The effectiveness

of such "cooperative measures" is in dispute. Some experts contend
that verification above 10 to 20 kilotons does not require cooperation
and that verification below that level is not possible even with the

types of cooperative measures now being discussed.

Within any comprehensive test ban agreement, the ultimate safe-

guard undoubtedly would be the unilateral right to resume vital test-

ing under a "supreme national interest clause. Invoking such a clause

would never be taken lightly in the United States, but a clear under-

standing that the United States would be willing to do so would be

essential to maintaining strategic stability-. Unfortunately, whether
jusification were given in detail or not, reliability testing during the

course of a CTB would signal that a weakness probably existed in our
nuclear weapons stockpile.

Safeguards

For the United States, additional safeguards are available out-

side the terms of the test ban treaty itself. The United States could
delay entry into a comprehensive test ban until the trends in the stra-

tegic balance are more clear or until a more effective verification system
has been deployed and evaluated. The Senate could ratify the pending
Threshold Test Ban Treaty (signed in 1974) and the Treaty on Peace-
ful Nuclear Explosions (signed in 1!)7G) in order to obtain the benefit

of experience in cooperation with the Soviet Union as required by those
treaties. Congress could provide additional funding for development
of new verification technologies which could provide greater assurance
that all parties would comply. The United States could investigate the

possibility of developing "wooden" weapons, that is, weapons which re-

quire less maintenance and are less dependent upon testing for confi-

dence in their reliability. The United States could also complete testing

of weapons designs which might be needed in the future.
Once the test ban goes into effect, its risks to the United States could

be reduced but not eliminated by a vigorous verification effort using all

of our Nation's intelligence assets. At the same time, the United States
should continue a vigorous research program designed to maintain the
ability of weapons experts to keep our weapons reliable for as long
a possible. We should also be prepared continuously to conduct an
extensive test program immediately if the Soviet Union should break
out of the test ban without warning. A number of different warheads
and candidate warheads should be available for each type of mission.
Furthermore, every effort should be made to insure that the strategic
missiles and bombers of the United States are secure and flexible so
that problems which may develop with one part of the triad could
he compensated for by the strength of the other parts.

Extensive use should be made of any "permitted experiments" which
would help in maintaining the weapons technology base. However, it

should be recognized (hat the best safeguard, if it were permitted,
would be continued testing of fission triggers at a level which is below
the verification threshold.



CONCLUSIONS

At the present time, the United States and the Soviet Union already
have agreed to significant limits on nuclear testing. The Limited Test

Ban Treaty (LTBT), signed in 1963. prohibits testing in the atmos-
phere, under the sea, and in outer space. The Senate gave extensive

consideration to the Limited Test Ban Treaty before consenting to

its ratification. The LTBT is not completely verifiable, but as long-

as underground testing is permitted no immediate risk is now asso-

ciated with it. Secret Soviet nuclear weapons tests in outer space, for

example, might provide information not available through under-
ground testing, but such tests could not immediately upset the stra-

tegic balance in the same way that inability to test to solve a warhead
reliability problem could during a CTB.

Tn 1074. the United States and the Soviet Union agreed to the

Threshold Test Ban Treaty (TTBT). which prohibited underground
tests of nuclear weapons over 150 kilotons. This treaty was not sub-

mitted to the Senate until after the companion Treaty on Peaceful
Xn clear Explosions (PXET) was concluded 2 years later.

In 1976. both superpowers announced that they would hold to the

150-kiloton limit provided by these two treaties even prior to ratifica-

tion. Sometimes, in monitoring individual Soviet tests, there is un-
certainty as to whether the Soviets have exceeded the 150 kiloton

threshold. These doubts should cause us concern about our own ability

to estimate the size of nuclear detonations. They may also indicate that

the Soviet Union approaches compliance with arms control agree-

ments in a rather cavalier manner. Nevertheless, possible technical vio-

lations of the TTBT or the PXE treaty carry with them no serious

short term threat to the strategic balance. Both superpowers can main-
tain the reliability of their strategic deterrent and develop some new
warheads1

.

Despite the existence of significant restrictions on nuclear weapons
testing, a "comprehensive'' test ban treaty remains attractive to many
people who are not dissuaded by the risks, asymmetries, and verifica-

tion difficulties associated with a CTB. President Carter, for one, is

clearly committed to a comprehensive test ban in one form or an-
other. Extensive negotiations toward that end have already taken
place.

My own view i< that we should approach a comprehensive test ban
with extreme caution. For over 30 years, the nuclear balance of terror
has deterred a third world war. America's continued strategic and
tactical nuclear deterrence still requires that its nuclear forces remain
the equal of Soviet forces, now and in the future. Therefore, nuclear
weapons testing is necessary both to develop new weapons to match
the Soviet Union and also to maintain the reliability of existing
weapons. While testing at low level might prevent the development of
new strategic weapons, and possibly also tactical weapons, it probably

(15)
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would permit the maintenance of a reliable stockpile if testing up to a
few kilotons were permitted.

A complete ban on nuclear testing would prevent the United States
from maintaining the reliability of its existing nuclear weapons stock-
pile. The Soviet Union, however, could maintain confidence in its

weapons if it chose to test illegally and secretly. Thus, significant ad-
vantages could be achieved by the Soviet Union through clandestine
testing during a CTB. Moscow would face little danger of discovery.
Confidence in Soviet compliance would require that the Soviet Union
cooperate in ways which the Soviet Union is now unwilling to accept.

Voluntary and limited onsite inspection in response to proven charges
as offered by the Soviets, is far inferior to a guaranteed right to in-

vestigate all possible violations completely. The few centralized

seismic detection stations which the Soviet Union is today willing to

accept are much less effective than the extensive arrays of manned and
automated seismic equipment which would have to be deployed to gain
confidence that the Soviet Union was not cheating. In my opinion, the

failure of the Soviet Union to live up to the Helsinki accords indicates

that they would be unlikely to prove generous in accommodating
Western efforts to enter the Soviet Union to confirm or deny that

illegal tests had been conducted. If detente were truly successful. I

believe the Soviet Union would not be opposed to extensive onsite in-

spection rights and to the deployment of more sophisticated seismic

detection arrays.
Proponents of a comprehensive test ban treaty, perceiving a CTB

as the means to cut the "Gordian Knot'' of arms control, often ask,

"Why not a complete test ban?" The answer is that a complete test ban
could result in a destabilizing loss of confidence in the U.S. nuclear

deterrent.

The real question is, "Why should we ban all nuclear weapons test-

ing?" Advocates of a CTB today say that, without a zero-yield test

ban, some nations will not sign the Xon-Proliferation Treaty or ac-

cept proliferation safeguards in their nuclear power programs. I do not
find this argument compelling.
Most of the nations which might develop nuclear weapons. (Israel,

South Africa, Pakistan, the Republic of China, South Korea, et cetera)

are concerned about very real regional military threats. They care

little if the superpowers test, but they are vitally concerned about their

own national security. And I doubt those nations which cite nuclear
weapons testing by existing nuclear powers as one justification for not

signing the Non-Proliferation Treaty would be satisfied completely
it" the superpowers stopped testing, especially Avhe.n France and the

People's Republic of China have indicated that they will continue

testing, India, for example, has linked future acceptance of strong
proliferation safeguards to a demand that the nuclear powers halt

production of nuclear weapons and begin to dismantle their nuclear
arsenals.

Thus, a CTB would be symbolic at best. However, the signal it would
send could be read both ways. Many of our allies would read it as

indicating the deterioration of the Ameriean nuclear umbrella. Some
might feel impelled to develop their own nuclear weajH>ns, with or
without testing. It should be remembered that rudimentary nuclear
weapons can be developed and deployed without testing. The type of
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bomb dropped on Hiroshima, for example, had never been detonated

before. Although there was a sizable disagreement about its potential

yield, no one doubted that it would go off.

Even many advocates of a CTB admit that the United States would
begin to lose confidence in the reliability of its weapons after a few
years under a zero-yield test ban. Those who would "ban the bomb''
believe that this would eventually force both superpowers to abandon
nuclear weapons. I doubt however, that the effect on the two super-
powers would be equal. I suspect that the United States would find

that its extremely sophisticated warheads would be more susceptible
to problems than would be Soviet weapons. And I believe the United
States would be far less likely than the Soviet Union to conduct illegal

testing.

Even if the effect of a CTB were equal on all nations at all times,

however, are we sure that we would be able to maintain peace for an-

other 30 years without the nuclear balance ? The cost of our strategic

forces is a small part of our total defense budget. An end to the nuclear
balance of terror would mean reliance on our conventional weapons
and on our very expensive general purpose forces. In this age of Soviet-

American rivalry, when the Soviet Union has conventional military
superiority in regions like Western Europe, I fear this would lead to

a greater chance of war. I clo not believe that nuclear disarmament
will lead to improved Soviet-American relations, but I do believe that

the opening up of Soviet society could lead to more effective arms con-
trol. We should approach future restrictions on nuclear weapons test-

ing with that thought in mind.



RECOMMENDATIONS

In inv opinion, the United States should not conclude a zero-yield
nuclear test ban at this time. The benefits are uncertain and the risks

great. Under a zero-yield test ban. the United States would not be per-
mitted to conduct the testing necessary to maintain the reliability of
its nuclear -weapons stockpile. At the same time, it could not be sure
that the Soviets were not conducting those very tests. Nevertheless,
significant progress toward a comprehensive test ban is possible.

1. The United States must make clear that progress in arms control

requires improvements in verification technology, procedure, and co-

operation. An international agreement or treaty, particularly one
dealing with such an important segment of our national security as

strategic nuclear weapons, is built on mutual trust. In the minds of

many Americans, violations of detente through Russian adventurism
in Africa and Soviet violations of the human rights provisions of the

Helsinki agreements are obvious reasons why the Soviets cannot be

trusted. Soviet propaganda paints a similar distruct of the United
Stales. An unverifiable treaty, by its structure, would sow the seeds of

greater distrust rather than develop more confidence and mutual trust.

To conclude an unequivocally unverifiable "zero-yield" test ban treaty

at this time would be the height of self-deception and would jeopardize

future steps toward meaningful arms control.

2. Both Houses of Congress should hold extensive hearings on the

impact of test limitations on our Nation's security. All sides should

be heard in an effort to identify the facts. I believe the Senate Armed
Services Committee should take a major role in this effort.

.'). The Senate should proceed with actual consent to ratification of

the Threshold Test Ban Treaty and the Treaty on Peaceful Nuclear

Explosions. This would illuminate many of the issues surrounding a

comprehensive test ban treaty and would help to educate the Senate.

It would also require the Soviet Union to join the United States in

"cooperative measures'' provided for in those treaties to assist in veri-

fication of compliance. We should see how willing the Soviets are to

cooperate before we let ourselves become overly dependent upon their

cooperation in verifying a comprehensive test ban.

4. The administration should present, and the Congress should sup-

port, an extensive research and development program which would:

(1) Improve those technologies which would help verify com-
pliance with a CTB,

(-J) Investigate nuclear weapons designs which would be less

dependent on testing for confidence in long range reliability,

(3) Complete all testing needed for present and anticipated

weapons systems,

(4) Continue a vigorous technology base program which rec-

ognizee thai the reliability of the stockpile has always been de-

pendent upon the accumulation of knowledge by experienced sci-

entists and
(18)
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(5) Maintain a program which would permit the immediate
resumption of testing if the Soviet Union attempted to break out

of a comprehensive test ban in the same sudden way they ended
the testing moratorium in 1961.

5. The United States should not conclude a comprehensive test ban
treaty until after a SALT II treaty has been ratified and the United
States has those programs underway which would be necessary to

maintain the strategic balance into the future. In particular, the

United States should be certain that the interaction of SALT or

MBFR and CTB does not work against the national security interests

of the United States.

6. Any new test ban treaty should be clearly linked to our ability

to verify compliance. As a first step, the Linked States and the Soviet

Union could sign a lowered threshold test ban treaty which would
prohibit tests above say 5 or 10 kilotons, or whatever is then verifiable.

The threshold could be lowered periodically to correspond with im-
proved verification technologies and extended onsite inspection rights.

Ultimately, a "zero-yield" or near "zero-yield" treaty might be at-

tained at a time when risks and uncertainties have been reduced, and
cooperation and trust strengthened.
As long as the United States and the Soviet Union are unable to

abolish the existence of their nuclear weapons, and those of rations

such as the People's Republic of China, they should maintain reliable

nuclear forces in sufficient quantity to guarantee present and future

worldwide nuclear stability. At this time, it is too dangerous to con-

clude a "zero-yield" test ban treaty, or even one that permits tests

of a few hundred pounds. Such a treaty would not be verifiable and
would not permit the United States to be certain of the future reli-

ability of its nuclear weapons.
It must be remembered that a long-term, zero-yield or near-zero-

yield test ban treaty would be more than an effort at controlling the

arms race. It would threaten our strategic nuclear deterrence which
has prevented world war for one-third of this violent century. Such a

major move toward complete nuclear disarmament should only come
about in a world of greater stability, harmony, and trust than the

one that exists today. For the present, we should concentrate on the

less dangerous task of maintaining a stable nuclear and conventional
military balance while seeking a verifiable, reduced threshold test

ban treaty.
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